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Graduating Class of 1995
i, beverly alien, being all red, would like to leave molly m. 
and jaime j.- some REAL late nights, some hair (for molly), 
and a big bathroom; to jaime m. - many rigorous sprint 
practices and a great time at nationals; to regenia and kimberly 
-1 St Beall; to emily - the dirty dishes in the comer; to ‘ sles and 
mckenzie - some grease and ropes (“Here, Piggy, Piggy!”); 
to katrina - some more timbales; and to dark - a spoiled nail, 
all of the guns in my closet, and a lounge of your very own.

I, Susan Anderson, being of questionable sanity, leave: to 
Margot and Priscilla, many stale bagels, to Margot, lots of 
chemistry problems, to Brian, a slack senior year, to Dan, lots 
of briar patches to mn through, to Josh, a good razor for the 
next swim meet, to Timothy, sunny workdates, to Arthur, a 
big hug, to Meg, frozen thin mints, to Ash, she’s out there, to 
Andy, well..., to Dom, the memories of the good times, to 
Julie, the memories of seeing each other live, to Kathy, 
climbing trees. Good luck, I will miss you all.

I, Julie Ashe, am not of sound mind but I’m writing my will 
anyway. Bebhinn and Valerie — you get Adam, Tommy, 
and Billy (I’m keeping Rocky), chocolate, Chinese checkers, 
Dick Vitale, and absolute control of 2nd E lounge. Brandy—

I leave you all the fun times we haven’t had yet. To Angie — 
a book of stamps. Carrie and Ashley — all our great 
times...they aren’t over yet! Lisa — I give you buckets of 
love, “The Clock,” shotgun on the FBC van. The Chair at 
Bruegger’s, and all that. The 2E Bananas — y’all get my 
room and a cooler brother hall. Love y’all!

I, Rich Balot, being truly insane give the following: Gabriella- 
My 1st Miller Test(C-); Elliot, Steve, & Ben- Good Abs & 
A Truly Sober Cruise with lots of fun & shixa’s; Frank & Dr. 
Melvin-Friendship Forever & Good Luck with College; 
Lisa-.9999; My Guidance Counselor-Thanks Roger!; Diana 
& Tenisha-A Bra; Regina- A Hug; Little Erin-The Ability to 
dance; Amy & Julie- Smile :); The Triple-Rad Shack; Dr. 
Webster-I’ll make it up tomorrow; Goldberg-Hair & Nelson; 
Branson-Remember which hand to keep the shoes in; Doug, 
My Teachers, Ken & Security, SLI’s & Everyone Else - 
Shalom and Thanks!

I, Cory Barlow being of sound mind and pale body leave the 
following things to: Brad, and undisturbed nap. Justin, a 
certain patch of grass we both love, and a good diving save 
kick right back to the circle. Quasi, the key to a quite place.

and a little understanding. Tiff, the early hours of the 
morning, some harsh sarcasm and an uncountable amount of 
fun. The triple, a half full Dr. Pepper, I guess I really won’t 
be back to get it this time.

I, Megan Beall, happily leave a job at a certain bar to 
Jennifer, a pack of Newports to Maqui, my thanks to Ben, my 
huge room to Schuyler, my middle name to Rhiannon, my 
wonderful senior schedule to Spooner, an excuse to goof off 
to Owen, some butter for Magda, a cherry pie to Stephen, all 
the sweatpants in the world to Kristy, an afro wig to Amanda, 
and a washboard to Emily, Janet, Michol and Ms. King. I 
don’t leave Janette anything, she’s coming with me. Oh yeah, 
Gabe, you’re it. Woo.

I, Tony Borelli, leave...Jason Z.: cows...C.Wade: hand- 
checks and an Ostertag jersey...Spoon Dogg: some re,;! 
teams...Robin: the M factor and a second successful senior 
year...Scott S.: “War Eagle!!!”...Jason Z.: more cows...John 
G.: a roommate as cool as S. Chess....Juke: a Steelers AFC 
title (P.S. you can’t be contested!)...Isaac: the ’ 11 A’s...Jason 
Z: a whole farm of cows...J.D.: a branding iron for all these 
cows I’m giving Jason. Thanks to all of Third West for


